
Introduction to C Programming 
Assignment #7 

 
Instructor: Hao-Hua Chu 

Spring Semester, 2012 
 
Due 5/16/2012 
Like assignment 6, you don’t have to send your homework to TA, instead we require you to 
have a quick demo for your program in the class on 5/16. However if you have any problems 
about the assignment, feel free to send an email to TA [TimeStringAlpha@gmail.com] with 
the title [C11]. 

 
 
In this assignment, we want you to get more familiar with a structure array and an array of 
structure pointers, and compare the pros and cons between each other. 
 
 
Question 1. Please design a program that help us sort out a series of positive numbers in 
decreasing order. We will enter no more than 20 numbers. 
 
Enter how many number will be entered> 7 

Enter number 1> 15 

Enter number 2> 62 

Enter number 3> 8 

Enter number 4> 59 

Enter number 5> 32 

Enter number 6> 66 

Enter number 7> 27 

The result is: 66 62 59 32 27 15 8 

(system pause and program terminate) 
 
 
Question 2. Please design a student ranking program. A student has 4 subject grades, which 
are chinese, math, english and computer. We will enter each subject grade of each student 
into your program, and your program should be able to sort these students according to the 
total points they get in descending order. The skeleton code should be like the following: 
 

typedef struct 

{ 

 char name[100000]; 

 int chinese, math, english, computer; 

 int total; 

} student; 

 

void main() 

{ 

 student people[5]; 

 ... 

 ... 

} 

 
 
The structure student keeps the information of one student, which includes student name, 4 



subject grades and total points the student get. You may have the question that why we 
need a 100000-character-size char array to record a student name, the reason is some 
students come from other planet and have a super long name ;-). Since many students’ 
information will be entered, we have to declare a student structure array in the beginning of 
main function to keep the information. Your program should have the following input & 
output. 
 
Enter how many students> 4 

__Student 1’s name> Mary 

__  Chinese> 62 

____Math> 99 

__  English> 63 

_   Computer> 87 

__Student 2’s name> Alice 

__Chinese> 98 

____Math> 87 

__  English> 84 

_   Computer> 99 

__Student 3’s name> Bob 

__Chinese> 92 

____Math> 60 

__  English> 58 

_Computer> 62 

__Student 4’s name> John 

__Chinese> 78 

____Math> 72 

__English> 88 

_Computer> 76 

================================= 

Rank  Chin  Math  Eng  Com  Total  Name 

   1     98    87    84   99    368  Alice 

   2     78    72    88   76    314  John 

   3     62    99    63   87    311  Mary 

   4     92    60    58   62    272  Bob 

(system pause and program terminate) 
 

 
Question 3. Now you want to improve and upgrade your program. In the question 2 your 
program can only enter information of up to 5 students, but in this question we require you 
modify your program which can handle up to 50 student records. Thus in the beginning of 
your code, you also have to declare the structure student same as question 2, but the 
skeleton of main function should be like the following instead: 
 

void main() 

{ 

 student *people[50]; 

 // comment: then you have to malloc() 50 structures 

 ... 

} 

 
The main difference is that we change the declaration of structure array into an array of 
structure pointers. Basically your program should have the same input & output as question 
2, but we provide another larger test data for you to test your program. 
 



Enter how many students> 7 

__Student 1’s name> Mary 

__  Chinese> 62 

____Math> 99 

__  English> 63 

_   Computer> 87 

__Student 2’s name> Alice 

__Chinese> 98 

____Math> 87 

__  English> 84 

_   Computer> 99 

__Student 3’s name> Bob 

__Chinese> 92 

____Math> 60 

__  English> 58 

_Computer> 62 

__Student 4’s name> John 

__Chinese> 78 

____Math> 72 

__English> 88 

_Computer> 76 

__Student 5’s name> Jeremy 

__Chinese> 99 

____Math> 97 

__English> 97 

_Computer> 99 

__Student 6’s name> Brad 

__Chinese> 79 

____Math> 52 

__English> 97 

_Computer> 73 

__Student 7’s name> Emily 

__Chinese> 82 

____Math> 75 

__English> 94 

_Computer> 67 

 

================================= 

Rank  Chin  Math  Eng  Com  Total  Name 

   1     99    97    97   99    392  Jeremy 

   2     98    87    84   99    368  Alice 

   3     82    75    94   67    318  Emily 

   4     78    72    88   76    314  John 

   5     62    99    63   87    311  Mary 

   6     79    52    97   73    301  Brad 

   7     92    60    58   62    272  Bob 

(system pause and program terminate) 
 

 
Question 4. This is not a programming task; instead we would like to ask you to compare the 
advantages and disadvantages about structure array and an array of structure pointers. TA 
will ask you after finishing demonstrating your program. 
 


